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I. INTRODUCTION

D
YNAMIC linear models are used in a variety of applications, ranging from target tracking, system identification, abrupt change detection, etc. The models are defined as follows:
(1) (2) where , is the hidden state vector, is the observation, and and are sequences of mutually independent random variables such that and . and are the known state and observation matrices, is a known input, the input transfer matrix and is the state transfer matrix. Let us denote for any sequence . The main use of model (1)- (2) is to estimate the hidden state given either the observations (filtering, with a forward recursion) or for (smoothing, with a forward-backward recursion).
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smoothing. In such a framework, Kalman techniques are optimal in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error. There are, however, a number of cases where the Gaussian assumption is inadequate, e.g., the actual observation noise distribution or the transition noise are multimodal (in Section VI, we provide several such examples). In this paper, we address the problem of optimal state estimation when the probability density functions of the noise sequences are unknown and need to be estimated on-line or off-line from the data. This problem takes place in the class of identification/estimation of linear models with unknown statistic noises.
A. Proposed Approach
Our methodology 1 relies on the introduction of a Dirichlet process mixture (DPM), which is used to model the unknown pdfs of the state noise and measurement noise . DPMs are flexible Bayesian nonparametric models which have become very popular in statistics over the last few years, to perform nonparametric density estimation [2] - [4] . Briefly, a realization of a DPM can be seen as an infinite mixture of pdfs with given parametric shape (e.g., Gaussian) where each pdf is denoted . The parameters of the mixture (mixture weights and locations of the s) are given by the random mixture distribution , which is sampled from a so-called Dirichlet process (DP). A prior distribution, denoted must be selected over the s (e.g., normal-inverse Wishart for the DPM of Gaussians case, where contains the mean vector and the covariance matrix), while the weights follow a distribution characterized by a positive real-valued parameter . For small , only a small fraction of the weights is significantly nonzero, whereas for large , many weights are away from zero. Thus, the parameter tunes the prior distribution of components in the mixture, without setting a precise number of components. Apart from this implicit, powerful clustering property, DPMs are computationally very attractive due to the so-called Polya urn representation which enables straightforward computation of the full conditional distributions associated to the latent variables .
B. Previous Works
Several algorithms have been developed to estimate noise statistics in linear dynamic systems [5] - [8] . However, these algorithms assume Gaussian noise pdfs (with unknown mean and covariance matrix). As will be made clearer in the following, this is a special case of our framework: if the scaling coefficient tends to 0, the realizations of the DPM of Gaussian pdfs converge in distribution to a single Gaussian with parameter prior distribution given by the base distribution . Algorithms have also been developed to deal with non-Gaussian noises distributions, such as student-t [9] , -stable [10] or mixture of Gaussians [11] . These works are based on a given prior parametric shape of the pdf which we do not assume in this paper.
Though many recent works have been devoted to DPMs in various contexts such as econometrics [12] , geoscience [13] , and biology [14] , [15] , this powerful class of models has never been used in the context of linear dynamic models (to the best of our knowledge). In this paper, we show that DPM-based dynamic models with unknown noise distributions can be defined easily. Moreover, we provide several efficient computational methods to perform Bayesian inference, ranging from Gibbs sampling (for offline estimation) to Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering for online estimation.
C. Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we recall the basics of Bayesian nonparametric density estimation with DPMs. In Section III, we present the dynamic model with unknown noise distributions. In Section IV, we derive an efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to perform optimal estimation in the batch (offline) case. In Section V, we develop a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithm/Particle filter to perform optimal estimation in the sequential (online) case. All these algorithms can be interpreted as Rao-Blackwellized methods. In Section VII, we discuss some features of these algorithms, and we relate them to other existing approaches. Finally, in Section VI, we demonstrate our algorithms on two applications: blind deconvolution of impulse processes and a change point problem in biomedical time series. The last section is devoted to conclusions and future research directions.
II. BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRIC DENSITY ESTIMATION
In this section, we review briefly Bayesian nonparametric density estimation. 2 We introduce DPs as probabilistic measures on the space of probability measures, and we outline its discreteness. Then, the DPM model in presented.
A. Density Estimation
Let be a statistically exchangeable sequence distributed with (3) where means distributed according to. We are interested here in estimating and we consider the following nonparametric model: (4) where is called the latent variable or cluster variable, is the mixed pdf and is the mixing distribution.
Within the Bayesian framework, it is assumed that is a random probability measure (RPM) [4] distributed according to a prior distribution (i.e., a distribution over the set of probability distributions). We will select here the RPM to follow a DP prior.
B. Dirichlet Processes
Ferguson [16] introduced the DP as a probability measure on the space of probability measures. Given a probability measure on a (measurable) space and a positive real number , a probability distribution distributed according to a DP of base distribution and scale factor , denoted DP , satisfies for any partition of and any (5) where is a standard Dirichlet distribution, classically defined for a set of random variables by (6) where is the gamma function, and is the Dirac delta function, which is zero whenever . From the definition in (5), it is easy to show that for every
An important property is that the realizations of a DP are discrete, with probability one. One can show that admits the so-called stick-breaking representation, established by Sethuraman [17] (9) with , and where denotes the beta distribution. In the following, we omit in and other distributions, to simplify notations. Using (4), it comes that the following flexible prior model is adopted for the unknown distribution : (10) Apart from its flexibility, a fundamental motivation to use the DP model is the simplicity of the posterior update. Let be random samples from (11) where DP then the posterior distribution of is also a DP DP (12) Moreover, it can be shown that the predictive distribution, computed by integrating out the RPM , admits the following Polya urn representation [18] (13) Therefore, conditionally on the latent variables sampled previously, the probability that a new sample is identical to an existing one is overall , whereas, with probability , the new sample is distributed (independently) according to . It should be noted that several s might have the same value; thus, the number of "alive" clusters (denoted ), that is, the number of distinct values of , is less than .
The scaling coefficient tunes the number of "alive" clusters . For large , Antoniak [19] showed that . As tends to zero, most of the samples share the same value, whereas when tends to infinity, the are almost i.i.d. samples from .
C. Dirichlet Process Mixtures
Using these modeling tools, it is now possible to reformulate the density estimation problem using the following hierarchical model known as DPM [19] : DP and for (14) It should be noted that DPMs can model a wide variety of pdfs.
In particular, assuming Gaussian , the parameter contains both the mean and the covariance, and, depending on , the corresponding DPM may have components with large/small variances.
D. Estimation Objectives
The objective of DPM-based density estimation boils down to estimating the posterior distribution , because the probability can be integrated out analytically by using the Polya urn representation. Although DPMs were introduced in the 70s, these models were too complex to handle numerically before the introduction of Monte Carlo simulation based methods. Efficient MCMC algorithms [2] , [3] , [20] - [22] , as well as sequential importance sampling [23] , [24] enable to sample from . However, these algorithms cannot be applied to our class of models, which is presented below, because the noise sequences and are not observed directly.
III. DYNAMIC LINEAR MODEL WITH UNKNOWN NOISE DISTRIBUTION
The linear dynamic model defined in (1)- (2) relies on the unknown noises and distributions, which are assumed to be DPMs in this paper.
A. DPM Noise Models
For both and , the pdf is assumed here to be a Gaussian, denoted and , respectively. The base distributions and are assumed to be normal inverse Wishart distributions [25] denoted and . The hyperparameters and are assumed fixed but unknown. Finally, the scale parameters and are also assumed fixed and unknown. Overall, the sets of hyperparameters are denoted , and . For the sake of presentation clarity, we assume that these hyperparameters are known, but in Section IV-B, we address the case of unknown hyperparameters by defining priors and a specific estimation procedure.
To summarize, we have the following models: DP DP (15) and for (16) where (resp., ) is the latent cluster variable giving the mean and covariance matrix for that cluster, and . This model is written equivalently as and where and are fixed but unknown distributions written as (17) (18) In other words, and are countable infinite mixtures of Gaussian pdfs of unknown parameters, and the mixing distributions and are sampled from DPs.
B. Estimation of the State Parameters
In this work, our objective is to estimate and , as well as the latent variables and state variable at each time , conditional on the observations . In practice, only the state variable is of interest-, and are nuisance parameters. Ideally, one would like to estimate online the sequence of posterior distributions as increases or the offline posterior , where is the fixed length of the observation sequence . Thanks to the Polya urn representation, it is possible to integrate out analytically and from these posteriors. The parameters and remain and the inference is based upon or . The posterior satisfies for any (19) Conditional upon , (1)- (2) may be rewritten as
where and are known inputs, and are centered white Gaussian noise of known covariance matrices and , respectively. Thus, (resp., ) is a Gaussian distribution whose parameters can be computed using a Kalman filter (resp., smoother) [26] for given (resp., ). One is generally interested in computing the marginal MMSE state estimate (with or ) (22) where (resp., ) is the mean of the Gaussian (resp.,
). Both and are computed by the Kalman filter/smoother; see Sections IV and V.
Computing these estimates still requires integration w.r.t. the s; see (22) . This kind of integral is not feasible in closed-form, but it can be computed numerically by using Monte Carlo integration [27] . Briefly, assume that a set of weighted samples with weights are distributed according to
, then e.g., is computed as (23) In (23), the main difficulty consists of generating the weighted samples from the marginal posterior (and similarly, from in the offline case).
• For offline (batch) estimation , this can be done by MCMC by building a Markov chain of samples with target distribution (in that case, ). The MCMC algorithms available in the literature to estimate these Bayesian nonparametric models-e.g., [3] , [21] -are devoted to density estimation in cases where the data are observed directly. They do not apply to our case because here, the sequences and are not observed directly. One only observes , assumed to be generated by the dynamic model (1)- (2) . Section IV proposes an MCMC algorithm dedicated to this model.
• For online (sequential) estimation, samples can be generated by sequential importance sampling, as detailed in Section V.
IV. MCMC ALGORITHM FOR OFF-LINE STATE ESTIMATION
In this section, we consider the offline state estimation. As outlined above, this requires to compute estimates from the posterior , where we recall that is the latent variable as defined above. We first assume that the hyperparameters are fixed and known (Section IV-A), then we let them be unknown, with given prior distributions (Section IV-B).
A. Fixed and Known Hyperparameters
In this subsection, the hyperparameter vector is assumed fixed and known. The marginal posterior can be approximated through MCMC using the Gibbs sampler [27] presented in Algorithm 1 as follows.
Algorithm 1: Gibbs sampler to sample from
•Initialization: For , sample from an arbitrary initial distribution, e.g., the prior.
•Iteration , :
-For , sample where /.
To implement Algorithm 1, one needs to sample from the conditional pdf for each of the iterations (including burn-in iterations). From Bayes' rule, we have (24) where . From the Polya urn representation, these two terms are written as (for , replace with as follows): (25) Thus, can be sampled from with a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) step, where the candidate pdf is the conditional prior . The acceptance probability is, thus, given by (26) where is the candidate cluster sampled from . The computation of the acceptance probability requires to compute the likelihood . This can be done in operations using a Kalman filter. However, this has to be done for and one finally obtains an algorithm of computational complexity . Here, we propose to use instead the backward-forward recursion developed in [28] , to obtain an algorithm of overall complexity . This algorithm uses the following likelihood decomposition obtained by applying conditional probability rules to (27) with (28) The first two terms of the r.h.s. in (27) are computed by a forward recursion based on the Kalman filter [28] . The third term can be evaluated by a backward recursion according to (28) . It is shown in [28] (27) , the density is expressed by (29) Algorithm 2 summarizes the full posterior sampling procedure. It is the step-by-step description of algorithm 1 that accounts for the factorization of the likelihood given by (27) .
Algorithm 2: MCMC algorithm to sample from
Initialization .
•For , sample
Iteration , .
•Backward recursion: For , compute and store and It can be easily established that the simulated Markov chain is ergodic with limiting distribution . After burn-in, the last iterations of the algorithm are kept, and the MMSE estimates of and for all are computed as explained in Section III-B, using (32)
B. Unknown Hyperparameters
The hyperparameters in vector have some influence on the correct estimation of the DPMs and . In this subsection, we include them in the inference by considering them as unknowns with prior distributions (33) (34) where and are known constants and is a pdf with fixed and known parameters. The posterior probability reduces to where is the number of distinct values taken by the clusters . As shown in [19] , this pdf can be expressed by (35) where the are the absolute values of Stirling numbers of the first kind. We can sample from the above pdf with a MH step using the prior Gamma pdf as proposal (and similarly for ). Other methods have been proposed that allow direct sampling; see, for example, West [29] and Escobar and West [21] .
The posterior probability reduces to where is the set of distinct values taken by the clusters . It is expressed by (36) We can sample from this pdf with a MH step using the prior Gamma pdf as proposal whenever direct sampling is not possible.
V. RAO-BLACKWELLIZED PARTICLE FILTER ALGORITHM FOR ONLINE STATE ESTIMATION
Many applications, such as target tracking, require online state estimation. In this case, the MCMC approach is inadequate as it requires availability of the entire dataset to perform state estimation. In this section, we develop the online counterpart to the MCMC procedure presented in Section IV. In this section, a SMC method (also known as particle filter) is implemented, to sample on-line from the sequence of probability distributions . In this section, the hyperparameter vector is assumed to be known; therefore, it is omitted in the following. Online hyperparameter estimation is discussed in Section VII.
As explained in Section III-B, we need to sample from , because can be computed using Kalman techniques [the sampling procedure is indeed a generalization of the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) [30] to DPMs]. At time , is approximated through a set of particles by the following empirical distribution: (37) The parameters and are computed recursively for each particle using the Kalman filter [26] . In order to build the algorithm, we note that (38) where and (39)
The RBPF algorithm proceeds as follows. 
• Compute and for , set .
• Compute .
• If , then resample the particles-that is, duplicate the particles with large weights are remove the particles with small weights. This results in a new set of particles denoted with weights .
• Otherwise, rename the particles and weights by removing the s.
Particle filtering convergence results indicate that the variance of the Monte Carlo estimates depends highly on the importance distribution selected. Here, the conditionally optimal importance distribution is ; see [30] . However, it cannot be used, as the associated importance weights do not admit a closed-form expression. 3 In practice, the evolution pdf was used as the importance distribution.
From the particles, the MMSE estimate and posterior covariance matrix of are given by
VI. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present two applications of the above model and algorithms. 4 We address, first, blind deconvolution and, second, change point detection in biomedical time series. In each case, we assume that the statistics of the state noise are unknown, and modelled as a DPM. 3 When using the optimal importance distribution, the weights computation requires the evaluation of an integral with respect to . It is possible to integrate analytically w.r.t. the cluster means and , but not w.r.t. the covariances. 4 See Caron et al. [1] for an application on a regression problem.
A. Blind Deconvolution of Impulse Processes
Various fields of engineering and physics, such as image de-blurring, spectroscopic data analysis, audio source restoration, etc., require blind deconvolution. We follow here the model presented in [31] for blind deconvolution of Bernoulli-Gaussian processes, which is recalled as follows.
1) Statistical Model: Let and . The observed signal is the convolution of the sequence with a finite impulse response filter , observed in additive white Gaussian noise . The observation model is then (43) where with is the assumed known variance of . The state space model can be written as follows: (44) where , , is the zero matrix of size and is the identity matrix of size . The state transition noise is supposed to be independent from , and distributed according to the mixture (45) where is the Dirac delta function at 0 and is a DPM of Gaussians defined in (17) . In other words, the noise is alternatively zero, or distributed according to a DPM of Gaussians.
For . For the estimation, 10 000 MCMC iterations are performed, with 7500 burn-in iterations. Fig. 1 (top) displays the MMSE estimate of together with its true value. As can be seen in Fig. 1 (bottom) , the signal is correctly estimated and the residual is quite small. Also, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , the estimated pdf is quite close to the true one. In particular, the estimated pdf matches the two modes of the true pdf. Multiple simulations with different starting values were runned, and the results appeared insensitive to initialization. This suggest that the MCMC sampler explores properly the posterior.
Let be the mean squared error (MSE), computed by (53) To better highlight the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compared our model/algorithm (denoted M1) with the following models, denoted M2-M8.
• M2: In this model, the pdf is assumed known and set to the true value . The model is simply a jump linear model that jumps between three modes of, respectively, mean/covariance (0,0), (2,.5, ) and v is supposed to be either 0 with probability , or to be distributed from an unknown pdf F with probability (-1,.1) with, respectively, prior probabilities , and .
• M3: In this model, the pdf is assumed to be a Gaussian . The first two moments of this Gaussian are the same as those of the true pdf . The model is also a Jump Linear Model that jumps between two modes of, respectively, mean/covariance (0,0) and (1.1,2.3) with, respectively, prior probabilities and . • M4-M7: The model described in this article but with fixed to 0.1 (M3), 1 (M4), 10 (M5), and 100 (M6).
• M8: The model described in this article (M1) but with the observation noise variance estimated with an inverse gamma prior with and .
is sampled with Gibbs sampling with and and . The algorithm used for M2 and M3 is the Gibbs sampler with backward-forward recursion given in [28] . For the same set of observations, each MCMC algorithm has been run with 10 000 iterations and 7500 burn-in iterations. MMSE estimate and MSE are computed for each model. 20 simulations have been performed; for each model, the mean and standard deviation of the MSEs over the 20 simulations are reported in Table I . Our model/algorithm (M1) gives MSE that is only 10% more than that of the model with fixed pdf (M2) even though the pdf is not exactly estimated. If the observation noise variance is unknown and has to be estimated (M8), this has an impact on the estimation of the state vector still the sampler converge more slowly to the true posterior. If the unknown pdf is set to be a Gaussian with large variance (M3), the MSE is 17% larger than with our approach. The estimation of improves the estimation of the state vector: MSEs are higher for models M4-M7 where is set to a fixed value. This is especially true for . With this small value, the sampler proposes new clusters very rarely and slowly converge to the true posterior.
B. Change-Point Problems in Biomedical Time Series
Let us now consider a change-point problem in biomedical time series. The following problem has been discussed in [33] and [11] . Let consider patients who had recently undergone kidney transplant. The level of kidney function is given by the rate at which chemical substances are cleared from the blood, and the rate can be inferred indirectly from measurements on serum creatinine. If the kidney function is stable, the response series varies about a constant level. If the kidney function is improving (resp., decaying) at a constant level then the response series decays (resp., increases) linearly.
1) Statistical Model:
The linear model, formulated by Gordon and Smith [33] is given by (54) (55) where where is the level and the slope, , , is the measured creatinine and . Measurements are subject to errors due to mistakes in data transcription, equipment malfunction or blood contamination.
follows the following mixture model:
where is the probability that the measurements are correct, in that case the variance is and otherwise. To capture the effects of jumps in the creatinine level, the state noise is supposed to be distributed according to the following mixture model: (57) where , is the probability of jump in the level and is a DPM of Gaussians. Contrary to the model in [11] , we do not define fixed jump levels. These levels, as well as their number, are estimated through the DPM.
2) Simulation Results: The last model is applied to the data provided in Gordon and Smith [33] (and also exploited in [11] ). The estimation have also been made online with the Rao-Blackwellized algorithm with 1000 particles. We perform fixed-lag smoothing [34] to estimate , where is set to 10. The mean time per iteration is about 1s. The importance function used to sample the latent variables is prior pdf . For a detection threshold set at 0.5, the MCMC algorithm detects three peaks, while the RBPF only detects two peaks. The tradeoff between false alarm and non detection may be tuned with the coefficient .
VII. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss several features of the approach proposed.
A. About Dirichlet Process-Based Modeling
DPMs have several main advantages. Firstly, sampling from the posterior distribution is made especially easy thanks to the Polya urn scheme. Second, the discreteness of the distribution enables straightforward estimation of the "number of components," without requiring reversible jump-like computational approaches. This discreteness has, however, some unexpected effects on inferences, which are reported in [35] and [36] . For example, the DP tends to favor a misbalance between the size of the groups of latent variables associated to the same cluster, and to concentrate the posterior distribution of the number of groups on a higher value. DPs realize nevertheless an attractive tradeoff between versatile modeling properties and implementation advantages, which explain their success in various contexts-and our choice to use them in this paper. 
B. About MCMC Algorithms for DPMs
As stated in [3] , the "single-site" marginal algorithm used in this paper may be stuck in a mode of the posterior: several noises samples (resp., ) are associated to the same cluster value for some in (9) (resp., )-in other words, there are many s such that for some (resp., ). Since the algorithm cannot change the value of for more than one simultaneously, changes to occur rarely, as they require passage through a low-probability intermediate state in which noises in the same group are not associated to the same cluster. In alternative algorithms, such as those given in [3] , clusters are sampled in groups, which avoids this problem at the expense of an increased computational cost. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated empirically in Section VI that our MCMC scheme is indeed efficient in the applications presented.
C. About the Hyperparameter Estimation in the MCMC Algorithm
As shown in the applications section, the estimation of the hyperparameter improves the overall state estimation. It also makes the convergence of the Gibbs sampler faster. During the first iterations, the value of is high, and the sampler proposes new clusters more easily. This enables efficient state space global exploration during the first iterations. When the "good" clusters have been found, the value of decreases, and it eliminates useless clusters.
D. About the Convergence of the Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter
Because the DPMs and are static (infinite-dimensional) parameters, the RBPF suffers from an accumulation of errors over time. In other words, the particle filter is not able to move cluster values s and after they are initialized. This is a well known problem of static parameter estimation with particle filters. However, as the static component is not the estimated cluster but its prior distribution , this accumulation is less critical than with the estimation of true static parameters.
In Section V, the hyperparameter vector is assumed fixed, also because this is a static parameter. It could actually be estimated by implementing one of the particle filtering approaches to static parameter estimation. For example, the approaches in [37] - [40] are based on either kernel density methods, MCMC steps, or maximum likelihood. However, these algorithms also have important drawbacks (error accumulation with time in
). An alternative solution consists of introducing an artificial dynamic on the hyperparameters [41] , but it is not applicable to our problem: we would then loose the Polya urn structure given by (13) .
E. About Related Approaches
Our model has some connections with jump linear systems (JLS) [42] , [43] . In JLS, a discrete indicator variable switches between a (known) fixed number of different (known) linear Gaussian models with some (known) prior probability. Our model may be interpreted as a JLS whose number of different models is unknown, mean vector and covariance matrix of the linear Gaussian models are unknowns, as well as their prior probabilities. The model proposed in this paper can also be generalized in the following manner. Denote and a prior distribution on . The following general hierarchical model: DP (58) has more flexibility than common JLS: the number of different switching models is estimated, as well as the parameters of these models and their prior probabilities.
F. About Observability
In order for the observation noise pdf to be correctly estimated, some observability constraints must be ensured. Indeed, the pair has to be fully observable, that is, the observability matrix (59) must have rank (full rank), where and are, respectively, the length of the state and observation vectors.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a Bayesian nonparametric model that enables state and observation noise pdfs estimation, in a linear dynamic model. The DPM considered here is flexible and we have presented two simulation-based algorithms based on Rao-Blackwellization which allows us to perform efficiently inference. The approach has proven efficient in applications-in particular, we have shown that state estimation is possible even though the dynamic and observation noises are of unknown pdfs. We are currently investigating the following extensions of our methodology. First, it would be of interest to consider nonlinear dynamic models. Second, it would be important to develop time-varying DPM models in cases where the noise statistics are assumed to evolve over time.
APPENDIX
Notations:
and are sampled from a Normal inverse Wishart distribution of hyperparameters , , , if where is the standard Wishart distribution.
A. Backward-Forward Recursion
The quantities and defined in Section IV-A always satisfy the following backward information filter recursion. 1) Initialization . 2) Backward recursion. For , (60)-(63), shown at the bottom of the previous page, where . For the MH ratio, we need to compute the acceptance probability only with a probability constant The quantities , , and are, respectively, the one-step ahead filtered estimate and covariance matrix of , the innovation at time , and the covariance of this innovation. These quantities are provided by the Kalman filter, the system being linear Gaussian conditional upon .
